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                        UPDATES          
 

Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS): 
MTSS trainings with the Local District executive staff for LDs South, East, West and Northwest have been completed.  Trainings for LD East 
and Central will be held in the coming months. Upcoming: * MTSS Video (January/February 2018), * MTSS training for Parent Coaches, * 
MTSS training for Aspiring Principals Program, * MTSS Reference Guide (January 2018). 
 

Dyslexia Support Plan:  
The second series of the Dyslexia assessment training will be presented to school psychologists in February 2018.  
 

Behavior Intervention Implementation (BII) Improvement Program:   
Winter session cohorts are filled to capacity with 20 paraprofessionals registered for each session.  This will be the first two cohorts going 
through the 40-hour training on behavior and supporting students with disabilities in school. 
 

Reduce Disproportionality of African-American Students with Disabilities in Special Education: 
The District is developing a workshop for schools that focuses on alternatives to suspensions in hopes to decrease disproportionality in 
suspensions. The workshop will take place in mid-February 2018. 
 

Successful Exit of Students in Special Education: 

 The Division of Special Education is working with each Local District (LD) to expand the Exit improvement implementation pilot; 
increase to 15 additional schools in each LD. 

 Parent workshops are in final development, anticipate roll-out next semester.                                                                              (Continued Below…) 

 

Dyslexia Learning Group 
 

On November 13, 2017, Drs. Sally and Bennett 
Shaywitz, Co-Directors, Yale Center on Dyslexia and 
Creativity and internationally renown experts on 
dyslexia presented on the latest research findings 
about the neurobiological disability at the Dyslexia 
Learning Group (DLG) meeting. They reported that the 
achievement gap begins to develop as early as first 
grade and highlighted the importance of early 
intervention with readers at-risk for dyslexia.  
 

In addition, the DLG hosted a live forum with faculty 
representatives from three local universities -- CSUN, 
CSUDH, and CSULA – on the impact of AB1369 
legislation on preservice teacher coursework and 
requirements for credentialing.  

Integrating Students with Disabilities into General Education: 
The Division of Special Education is working with the Local Districts to 
identify schools to participate in the integration pilot for the 18/19 school 
year. Schools newly identified to participate include: 
Local District West: Manhattan Place ES, Los Angeles HS, Mann UCLA MS, 
Bernstein STEM, Bernstein HS. 
Local District East: South Gate High School, Maywood Center for Enriched 
Studies, Solis Learning Academy. 
 

Increase Reclassification of Long Term English Learners: 
Districtwide Local District sponsored workshops on how to implement the 
new reclassification policy for LTELs with disabilities (BUL-6890) were held 
for principals, assistant principals, EL Designees, and teachers.  
 

Reduce Over-Identification of English Learners (ELs) with Disabilities: 
The assessment for EL learners will be presented at the Psychological 
Services PD on 2/8/18, in alignment with the ELPAC rollout (replacement 
for CELDT).  
 

The Division of Special Education Instruction and Psychological Services 
Departments are consulting with the California Deaf Education Resource 
Center on establishing bilingual assessment guidelines for students with 
deafness and/or hard of hearing and use of ASL. 
 

Upcoming: Updated EL Guide: Procedures for the Referral and Assessment 
of English Learners. 
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Speech Improvement Class 
Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) have implemented Speech 
Improvement Classes in many of our schools. This class aligns 
with the Division of Special Education’s Action Plan as outlined 
in “Achieving Breakthroughs in Outcomes for Students with 
Disabilities.” The role of the SLP for general education students 
is to provide Tier Three support and consultation to the school 
community to meet the needs of students. One of the Tier Three 
supports that is available at some schools is the Speech 
Improvement Class. The Speech Improvement Class may be 
recommended after a student has been observed by an SLP and 
it is suspected that the student may benefit from an average of 
15-20 hours of support. Speech Improvement Class is optional 
and may be implemented at school sites at the SLP’s discretion. 
Participation in a Speech Improvement Class is determined by 
the SLP and requires parent/guardian permission. There is a 
structured format with data collection which may be provided to 
the Student Success Progress Team (SSPT).           

Speech Improvement Class is a complement to the SSPT and one part of the 
Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS).                                                                                  

 

                                            

 

Welcoming Families in Early Childhood Special Education 
Programs 

Early Childhood Special Education Programs invite and 
encourage family participation in a variety of activities.  A 
parent can be the visiting “expert”,   participate in a 
celebration at the end of a study, or join the group for 
play-based learning.  The teacher/family partnership is an 
integral component of all early childhood programs.  
Programs that are taught afterschool include a parent 
component.  Parents attend and work with their children 
in a variety of playful activities. 

         

 

The parents 
pictured attend 
a weekly 
phonological 
program with 
their child where 
they participate 
in language-
based lessons 
and learn how to 
extend skills to 
home activities.      

Inclusion and Co-Teaching Presentation 
 
On November 28th and 30th,  Dr. Wendy Murawski, 
author of the best-selling Collaborative Teaching at 
the Elementary/Secondary Level: Making the Co-
Teaching Marriage Work books, clarified common 
misconceptions and shared practical tips for achieving 
effective co-teaching.  Chime Institute and Granada 
Hills High School hosted Dr. Murawski’s presentations 
uniquely tailored for teachers and administrators. 
Participants received practical information on 
inclusion and co-teaching and later toured CHIME and 
Granada classes to observe award-winning 
inclusive and co-teaching practices in action.  
 

 


